







UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY - LEXINGTON
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Marshal of the Day
Colonel Robert E. Tucker, United States Army
The National and University Colors
The President of the University
The Trustees of the University and Official Guests
The Vice Presidents, the Provost, Dean of Women, Dean of Men,
Dean of Admissions and Registrar, and Comptroller
The Deans of the Colleges and Other Administrative Officials
The Members of All-University Units
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Law
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT FRANK GRAVES DICKEY, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION-The Reverend James A. Lollis
Crestwood Christian Church
Lexington, Kentucky
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS Leo M. Chamberlain, Vice President
ALMIGHTY GOD, WHO HAST ME BROUGHT Thomas Ford
University Vocal Quartet
REMARKS President Dickey
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS President Dickey
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS Dr. Chamberlain












ALBERT DENNIS KIRWAN, Dean
CANDIDATES FORTHE DEGREEOF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Robert Lowry Able Economics and Business Lexington
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Use of Selected Methods of Executive
Development in the Ll.S. Air Force"
Dee Ashley Akers Political Science Frankfort
Dissertation: "Administrative Rulemaking Authority in Kentucky"
Achmad Amlruddln- Chemistry Bandung, Indonesia
Dissertation: "Tungsten Abundances in Terrestrial and Extra-terrestrial
Materials by Neutron Activation Analysis"
Herbert Eugene Babb- Psychology Charlotte, N. C.
Dissertation: "The Verbal Behavior of Schizophrenic Women in Four Types
of Group Situations"
John Atkin Biggerstaff2 Physics Berea
Dissertation: "Charged Particle Reactions in Beryllium"
June A Broxton Psychology Montevallo, Ala.
Dissertation: "Interpersonal Attraction Factors Involved in Roommate
Satisfaction Among College Freshmen"
Gunter Brunhartt Physics Balfers, Liechtenstein
Dissertation: "Pion Interactions in Deuterium at 330 Mev"
Betty Carolyn Conqleton- History Lexington
Dissertation: "George D. Prentice and His Editorial Policy in National Poli-
tics, 1830-1861"
Stephen Jackson Cornett, Jr. Counseling and Guidance Lexington
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Variables in an Experimental Measurement
of Attitudes of Psychiatric Patients"
Thomas Blythe Gentry English Lexington, Va.
Dissertation: "The Dramatic Functions of Rhetorical Devices in the Plays
of John Webster"
James Lawrence Gibson Economics and Business Danville
Dissertation: "Accounting and Economics in Decision-Making: A Case
Study Approach"
Francis Gerald Ham History Morgantown, W. Va.
Dissertation: "Shakerism in the Old West"
Joseph Frederick Havelka Agricultural Economics Lexington
Dissertation: "Demand for Dairy Cows at Firm and Industry Levels"
John William Hubbard- Agricultural Economics Greensburg
Dissertation: "A Stochastic Analysis of Changes in Sizes and Distributions
of Grade A Dairy Herds in the Louisville Milkshed, 1950-
1960"
Thomas Everett Johnson, Jr.l Physics Lynch
Dissertation: "Some Electrical and Optical Properties of Antimony Triselen-
ide and Antimony Trisulfide"
Jerry Porter King Mathematics Murray
Dissertation: "Some Results for Euler, Taylor and Lototsky Transforms"
Vernon Northffeet Martin2 Political Science Williamsburg
Dissertation: "United States Passport Policy and the Right to Travel Since
World War II"
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Howard Walter Miller Animal Science Carbondale, III.
Dissertation: "The Value of New Feed Additives for Growing-Finishing
Swine"
William Merrill Miller! Dairy Science Dry Ridge
Dissertation: "The Cause of Uncomplicated Legume Bloat and the Mode
of Action of Penicillin in its Prevention"
Debdas Mukhopadhyay Biological Sciences Darjeeling, India
Dissertation: "A Cytogenetical Study of the Effects of X-Radiation on the
Burley Variety of Nicotiana Tabacum, Linn"
Djong-Gie Oei2 Chemistry Djakarta, Indonesia
Dissertation: "The Behavior of Octahedral Cobalt Complexes in Mixtures
of N-Methylacetamide and N, N-Dimethylacetamide"
Ponvelil Phlllpose Philip2 Psychology Kerala, India
Dissertation: "Adequate and Inadequate Prernorbid Social Adjustment or
Schizophrenics in Relation to Differential Reinforcement in
a learning Task"
Jack Edward Reese! English Lexington
Dissertation: "The "Circular" Man: A Study of Chapman's Heroes"
Howard Loucks Steele! Agricultural Economics Clemson, S. C.
Dissertation: "The Use of Projection in Food Marketing Surveys"
Robert Charles Sreensmea English Vermillion, S. Dak.
Dissertation: "The Influence of Sir William Temple on the Mind and Art
of Jonathan Swift"
John Guy Stovall Agricultural Economics Highway
Dissertation: "Allocation of Resources for Minimum Cost Food Production
on Institutional Farms in Kentucky"
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
James Read Holland! Dayton, O.
Dissertation: "A Study of Preferred Orientations in Warm and Hot Rolled
Metals"
CANDI DATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Mildred Stratton Chapman Marion, Ind.
Dissertation: "The Competent Teacher of the Social Studies in Secondary
Schools"
Fred Edrnondss Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of the Competencies of General Supervision and an
Assessment of the Supervisor Preparation Programs in Five
Kentucky Colleges in Terms of Competency Development"
Thomas Joseph Norris Sedalia, Mo.
Dissertation: "A Procedure for Determining Junior College Curricula"
John William Parker, Jr Owensboro
Dissertation: "American Popular Music: An Emerging Field of Academic
Study"
Charles Leland Smith Nicholasville
Dissertation: "Significant Differences Between High Ability Achieving and
Non-Achieving College Freshmen as Revealed by Interview
Data"
Joseph Calvin Thomasx Wilmore
Dissertation: "A Functional Program for the Preparation of Science
Teachers"
I Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
J Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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Patrick Edward Napier2 .....•••.•••••••••..•...•.••..............••..•••...••••••••..••.•••••••••...• Burgin
Wendell Taylor2 •., •••••.•••••..••••••.••...••...••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.....•.•••••• Frankfort
Hazel H. Whitaker! Morehead
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Robert Norris Baird Economics Louisville
James Edgar Barcus2 English Lexington
Wayne Clay Beckham! Spanish Lexington
Alice Joyce Stephens Bradley2 Physical Education wtnsron-Salero, N. C.
Betsy Ann Burke2 Physical Education Lexington
Daniel William Capps2 Political Science Lexington
Galaor Carbonell Art Hialeah, Fla.
James Kimbrough Cole Psychology Asheville, N. C.
James Howard Collier! Psychology Danville
Michael James Conlon English Lexington
Bernard Davis! Economics Lexington
Charles Earl Deusner History Georgetown
Jane Audrey Donovan Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
James Wrenn Du Lanevt History Paducah
Theodore A. Du Mez Diplomacy and International
Commerce Holland, Mich.
Carole Ann C. Ehleben English Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Renate Dora Fischer2 Diplomacy and International
Commerce Koln, Germany
Thomas Elmer Gaston2 English Nicholasville
Christina Preston Goodman English Pikeville
Billie Dickenson Harbera English Lexington
Douglas Wilford Hatfield2 History Midland, Texas
Daymond Estil Helton Mathematics Lexington
John Andrew Howards Physical Education Midway
Anna Gale James2 Psychology Paducah
Sarah SWinford Kinney English Cynthiana
Jackson Benton Lackeys Mathematics Richmond
James John Walter Leeson English Richmond
Robert Ward McMeekin, Jr.2 Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
Robert Kennedy Mainl Economics Lexington
Glenda Doyle Merhoffl Mathematics Lexington
Lucy Hancock Neall English Owensboro
Thomas Michael Tolliver Niles Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
Odessa Lang Ofstad2 Latin Vermillion, S. Oak.
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
John Richard Proffltta Political Science Louisville
Thomas W. Ramage! History Lexington
David Cox Redding Diplomacy and International
Commerce Union
Harold Anthony Rlest Psychology Lexington
Charles Eugene Scruggs French Lexington
Don Roy Sebolt · Physical Education Lexington
Michele Maria Shuckf English Louisville
Miryam N Thursz History Lexington
Robert Eugene Toohey! History Paris
Harriet Drury Van Meter Sociology Lexington
Thomas King Waddell Diplomacy and International
Commerce Valley Station
David John Williams III Political Science W. Hyattsville, Md.
Ronald Keith Wright2 English Colchester, England
Jon Nathan Young Anthropology Florence, Ariz.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Roger Lewis Alexander! Physics Owingsville
James Lloyd Allison Physics Lexington
Harrison William Ambrose III Zoology Ocala, Fla.
William Murray Beheler! Microbiology Muncie, Ind.
Marvin Dean Burdine! Zoology New Richmond, O.
Richard Michael Byrne! Geology Jackson, Miss.
Bruce Nicholas Fabian! Physics Long Island City, N. Y.
Donald Clay Haney · Geology Campbellsville
Siartef Hardjasasmttaa Zoology Bandung, Indonesia
Charles Maxwell Jacobs- Geology Madisonville
Govind Jiva] i Khudanpurx Agricultural Economics Poena, India
Djatijanto Kretosastro Agronomy Bogor, Indonesia
Wardell Lavon Lewis2 Geology Clearwater, Fla.
Thomas Stanley Logsdon! Mathematics Springfield
Ronald Lee Long Chemistry Indianapolis, Ind.
William Carl Loomlsv Physics Matherville, III.
Gregory Worth Mantel2 Chemistry Brewer, Maine
Richard Joseph Newcomer Zooloqy Princeton, III.
Thomas Gordon Nye II Botany Grafton, W. Va.
John Wiley Payne2 Physical Education Russellville, Ark.
Bernard Pivot Microbiology New York, N. Y.
Ralph L Place Physics Fremont, Ind.
Murrell Prutttt · Chemistry Caneyville
Glenn Smith Rice Geology Decoy
James Henry Rolf, Sr Mathematics Ludlow
Kenneth Duane Salzwedela Psychology Fond Du Lac, Wise.
George Thomas Shofner- Anatomy and Physiology Grayson
William Hildreth Sims Physics Mt. Olivet
Surendra Nath Singh2 Chemistry Agra, India
10
J. Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August J 1, 196J.
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Paul Clay Stallarde Geology Whitesburg
Sudarsono Physics Bcqcr, Indonesia
Sri Sudarwati Suklrno Zoology Bandung, Indonesia
Clifford Joseph Swauger, Jr Mathematics Bellevue
Ronald S. Taylor Geology Richmond
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Dan F. Amost Agronomy Petersburg, Va.
Abdulwahhab Jamil Awwad Agricultural Extension Amman, Jordan
Hubert Eugene Bal12 ...•••••••••...••••••••••. Agricultural Extension Inez
Clyde T. Bates! Agricultural Economics Sadieville
Robert Kendall Broadbent Animal Science Cadiz
Hollis Bradley Brown2 Agricultural Extension Campbellsville
David Allen Capito! Agronomy Fisherville
James Harold Caudilll Dairy Science Morehead
John Caudill! Agricultural Extension Mt. Sterling
Clint Ray Colllns'' Agricultural Extension Monticello
William B. Collins Agricultural Economics Maysville
Tommye Cooper! Dairy Science : LaCenter
Robert Hedley Dowdy! Agronomy Union, W. Va.
Ronald James Ertcssone Animal Science Lexington
Jack Moore Gay2 Animal Science Buckeye, W. Va.
Gene Raymond Gravest Poultry Science Frankfort
John Hunt Jordan, Jr.l Agronomy Hopkinsville
Kul Bhushan Kothari Rural Sociology Lexington
James Coleman Martin2 Agricultural Economics Princeton
Sa Kyun Mok Agricultural Economics Seoul, Korea
Z. L. Pete Newsome- Agricultural Extension Teaberry
Fred Eugene Pardue! Dairy Science Wilkesboro, N. C.
Sonny Eugene Plumley2 Poultry Science Abraham, West. Va.
Wilburn James Pratt Agricultural Economics Hindman
Clarence Melvin Reltncurt Animal Science Lexington
Robert Wayne Ropers! Animal Science Russellville
Edward Logan Rugglesl Agricultural Extension Lawrenceburg
Amos Tackett Horticulture Lexington
John Mason Taylor Agronomy Lexington
Igusti Bagus Teken Agricultural Economics Boqor, Indonesia
David Lee Terry2 Agronomy Arlington
Ebenezer Rajkumar Vedamuthu- Dairy Science Madras, India
Claude F Wade2 Agricultural Entomology Lexington
Randall Dudley Wood2 Animal Nutrition Oak Ridge, Tenn.
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
June Anderson Robertson! Lexington
1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
John Clinton Bridwell Lexington
Bongkee Kim Caldwel11 Walton
David F. Hutcheson Morgantown
Robert Edwin Llnkner- Buffalo, N. Y.
Madhusudan J. Ruparel- Bombay, India
Charles Carter Schimpeler Pewee Valley
Ralph Richard Taylor Owensboro
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Lyle Newton Back! . Lexington
Constantine G. Collis! Lexington
Ronald David Kincer Whitesburg
Martin C. Krlmmt . Lexington
Hariprasad Shecbal Pandet Knoxville, Tenn.
Lisle Howard Roberts Monticello
Pesa Sari Ankara, Turkey
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Ronald David Bonnelf- Henderson
Roy Glenn Brown Lexington
Cevat Kardant Sake, Turkey
Adwait Majmudarl Ahmedabad, India
Robert Frank Plckard'' Murray
Forest Elwood Stone- Lexington
George Hawley White, Jr Newport






CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
NAME ADDRESS
James Kenzie Crutcher Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Robert T Adkins! Mt. Olivet
Mary Ann Archer! .. . Paintsville
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Ethyl Childs Bailey2 ,.,., ' , Lexington
Edith Faye Belcher- ,.. , ', ', , Belcher
Opal E. Belcher- Belcher
Dorothy Irvin Blbbs- Lexington
Nora Frances Blanton2 Paris
Sylvia E Bowman- Ezel
Mary Jean Brannon- Maysville
Bobby Lisle Bretton- Frankfort
Walter Brown2 Lexington
Carolyn Jones Bruce- Anchorage
Emma Stewart Butlers Lexington
David Curtis Campbell- Rio Grande, O.
Paul Garnett Cantrell- Frankfort
Martin Luther Carr2 Cynthiana
Jewell Corrine Castle! Lexington
William M. Chambers- Lexington
Morris W Chapman- Danville
Lowell Warren Clark2 Owensboro
Sue Belle Clifford2 Lexington
Joanne Mateer Cocanougher! Lexington
Doris McHargue Conner Walton
Jack Metcalfe Conners Walton
Edward Lilburn Cox'' Campbellsville
Ina Lou Cox Alexandria
Robert J Crawford- Mt. Sterling
Charles Patterson Dale2 Mt. Sterling
Doyle Madison Dillard, Jr Eastman, Ga.
Robert Wayland Elam2 Lexington
Harold Clay Ensor2 Mt. Sterling
Robert Warren Featherston, Jr.2 Paris
Dora Gladys Foley2 Harrodsburg
Dorothy Allen Friend2 Lexington
Dorothy Caroline Gibson2 Lexington
Joseph Gruber Goodman- Louisville
Joseph Donlan Gormley2 Versailles
Jerry Cornelius Gray Lexington
Evelyn Wilson Greer2 Lexington
Alexander Haines Kanpur, India
Ethel Evon Hamlin! Johnson City, Tenn.
Bertha Scott Hernmonss Crane Nest
Barbara Faye Harrod Lexington
Madeline F. Harter- Lexington
Albert J. Hauselman- Fort Thomas
Billy Cecil Hays2 Jackson
Gerald Wayne Hilt2 Madisonville
Julia Harriet Holtzclaw- Lancaster
Barbara Sue Huffman2 Lexington
James Keller Johnson, Jr.! Midway
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Vernetta Deane Johnson- London
Thelma Caudill Justfcev Raceland
Charles Robert Kellurns Walton
George Edward Kiser2 Jennings, Mo.
Mollie H. Lasley Columbia
Peggy Horwitz Leiterman Lexington
Theodore Fredrick Lenhardt's Lexington
Mae R. Leslles Pikeville
Betty Jo Little2 Winchester
Billy George McCloud2 Jenkins
Stanley Bruce McWhorter2 Jamestown
Edward Madden2 Pippa Passes
Cordelia L MansfieJd2 Lexington
Walter Martin, Jr.2 Wayland
Wallace Eugene Mitchel12 Somerset
Mary Ann Moodyl Jeffersontown
Bennie Lee Moore2 Garrett
Mary Saunders Nash " "" , Lexington
Kenneth Lew Neidig2 " Elizabethtown
Dora Trapp Pennington , , , Walton
Lee Peyton, Jr Campbellsburg
Everett Earl Pfanstiel, Jr.l ,.. ,.. , Carlisle
Doris Guilfoil Phelps2 , Lexington
Ruby Johnson Picklesimer Lexington
Joseph William Pival2 Lexington
Garr V. Reynolds Cincinnati, O.
Howard Maxwell Reynolds- Mt. Sterling
Bueford Risner Jeffersonville
Robert Roach, Jr Frankfort
Grant Wayne Roark Lyndon
Harriett Abraham Rose Lexington
Lee Hyden Rosel Lexington
Arnold L Rucker- South Fort Mitchell
James H. Sandlin , ,", Frankfort
James Franklin Scalfl ", "., , ".,., Falmouth
Barbara White Shelton- Lexington
Henry C. Simpson Lexington
Cleo H Skelton! Seattle, Wash.
Paulina A. Fields Sloans Lexington
Seba Stamper Sloane Lexington
Mary Willis Smltht Lexington
Barbara S. Stringer2 Monticello
John Franklin Stringer2 Monticello
Carrollton Sue Sturgil12 , Lexington
James Bard Sullenger Bardwell
Adoracion V Tanedo Tarlac, Philippines
James Wesley Taylor- Lexington
Courtney Noel Terril12 , Lexington
Ann Turnbull Tomkles Huntington, West. Va.
1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
William Jennings True2 Ashcamp
John Finley Underwood- Frankfort
Carolyn Vaught2 Paducah
Reba Jeanette Wampler2 Mayking
Margaret McCall Watson2 Paducah
Charles Turner Wethington, Jr Elk Horn
Venon E. Whitaker Mt. Sterling
Jon Alan Whitfield2 Brandenburg
Jewel McGuffin Whitmer Lexington
Edith Whitehurst Williams2 Danville
Fred Dennis Williams Williamstown
Richard Jerome Wright2 Orlando, Fla.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
William E Brinkley2 Madisonville
Baxter Jean Coke, Jr.2 Livia
Rebecca Powell Farris2 Winchester
Roy Giehls, Jr.2 Flemingsburg
Winburn Bonell Hackett- Hardyville
Gertrude Heuselmene Fort Thomas
Mary Clark Carman Hul12 Murray
Nancy Frances Lewlst Central City
Jane F Loyd2 Elizabethtown
Florence Jones Parker Lexington
Lisle Vickery Roberts- Monticello
Beatrice Wayne Routenberg Campbellsville
John F Russel12 Vevay, Ind.
Mary Lou Jackson Senforde Wickliffe
Loyd K Tarter- Greenville
Archus Wilford Tucker- Clarkson
Frank Gladstone Williams2 Yosemite
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NAME ADDRESS
David Henry Abbott2 Mi lton
Robert Lee Baker Harrodsburg
Arthur Jon Bauemfetnd- Niles, Mich.
Robert Edwin Blankenship- Lexington
William Thompson Boggess 11 Lexington
John Wi lson Bronauqh! Lexington
Thomas Nelson Buttermore- Mary Alice
Robert Henry Cox Minerva, O.
Richard Martin Dayl Jenkins
Glenn Morris Epperson- Columbia
John Taylor Ferrell- Harrodsburg
James Marvin Hoppers Whiteville, Tenn.
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Chan-Tang Huang2 Formosa, China
William Lewis Johnson, Jr Lexington
Carl Robert Lenckex Louisville
Robert Reynold Mattson1 Detroit, Mich.
Victor C. Messmer, Jr.2 Richmond
Charles L. Obert's Lexington
Herbert M. Porter, Jr.1 Hartford
David Burnett Routledge Erlanger
Christian F Schlegel2 Brooklyn, N. Y.
Philip Valen Spears! Georgetown
Raymond Moreland Sutton, Jr.2 VVilliamsburg
Cullen Bryant Wilson Turkey Creek
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE
NAME ADDRESS
Doris Muriel Adarnsv Cumberland
Frances W Chin Berea
Katherine Maria de Dorvt Lexington
Harriet Elizabeth Fealy2 Franklin, O.
Margaret Greenleaf Gardnert Owenton
Stokely B. Grlbblev Lexington
John Bradford Griggs1 Milwaukee, Wisc.
Lorinda Jhoslien Griggs1 Milwaukee, Wisc.
Nancy Rothschild Hil12 Lexington
Margaret Alexander Meyer Lexington
Dorothy Jean Morton _ Madisonville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Patricia Marie Bell Crystal Lake, III.
John Carroll Colllnsx Lexington
Ann Vimont Smith Lexington
Norma Jonell Turner Drakesboro
1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
John Crawford Adkins- Chemistry Jackson
Charles Ross Allen Chemistry Elizabethtown
Sara Virginia Allison Psychology Harrodsburg
Susan Stone Roberts Allison English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Louise C. Amonetts English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Dixon Springs, Tenn.
Robert Lynn Anderson- .Journalism South Fort Mitchell
John Waterbury Andrews! Political Science Lexington
Edward Luverne Angus2 Political Science Quantico, Va.
Marsha Anne Barbour Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Gypsy Lee Barker Social Work South Charleston, W. Va.
Julia Ann Barnhart English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
John Darling Baxter Chemistry Lexington
Chloe Power Beaird2 English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Tampa, Fla.
Graham Eskridge Beards Arts-Medicine Hardinsburg
Bobby Jean Bell Topical Field-Interior
Design Lexington
Charlotte Whitlow Btshopt Library Science Bowling Green
Nellie Harrar Taylor Bishop- Psychology Tucson, Ariz.
Anne Clay Blanton Modern Foreign Languages Richmond
Barbara Lynn Bostick Art Lexington
Betty Ann Boy&! Library Science Lexington
Robert Bruce Branson Radio, Television, Films Louisville
Danny Hood Branstetter History Summer Shade
Raymond Cecil Brown Topical Field-Religious
Aspects of Culture Versailles
Dixie Nelle Bryant Social Work Lexington
Robert Vaughan Bullock- Psychology South Fort Mitchell
Troy L. Burchette Arts-Medicine Stambaugh
Louis Alexander Buroesst History Louisville
Lucien Francis Burke Chemistry Prestonsburg
Patrick Hawes Byrns Diplomacy and International
Commerce Covington
Alex Clyde Byrnside2 Geography Cincinnati, O.
Forrest Wayne Calico Chemistry Stanford
1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Lillian Rebecca Campbell English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Middlesboro
Mary Lou Carpenter English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Middletown
Donald Keith Carson History Oneida, Tenn.
Charles Rankin Carter Geography Carlisle
Dorothy Ann Carter Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
James Brooke Channon Art ., Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Chenaulf- History Frankfort
Reva Wells Chrlsrnans English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Carl Robert Clark History Glasgow
William Leon Clark2 Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Conkwright English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Winchester
Thomas Merten Cooper Political Science Elizabethtown
Regina Ann Cordes Topical Field-
Recreation Frankfurt, Germany
Judith Frances Cox English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Chattanooga, Tenn.
William Ray Crain Chemistry Flemingsburg
John David Craycraft Chemistry Lexington
Janice Lee Crolevt English, Speech and .
Dramatic Arts Williamsburg
Constantine William Curris Political Science Lexington
Nancy Sweet Dare History Lexington
Prudence Mason Darnell Modern Foreign Languages Louisville
Byrle Lee Davidson Political Science Seattle, Wash.
Sylvia Carol Davis Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Janice Lynn Decker Social Work Owensboro
Caroline Miller De Jong English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Hartford
Edward Stiles DeMonbrunl Radio, Television, Films Howardstown
Charles Ray Dlck- Aerospace Science Lexington
Howard Donald Doll2 English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Fort Thomas
Elizabeth Wichers DuMezl Social Work Lexington
William Alexander Dunlap, Jr Diplomacy and International
Commerce Versailles
Anne Baxter Eastin Physical Education Madisonville
Carl Houston Ebert History Newport
Evelyn Miles Elton Art Lexington
Don Wayne Estep- Radio, Television, Films Corbin
Elizabeth Bryant Evans Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Marjorie Ann Farrant Political Science Cheshire, Conn.
Nancye Jane Paurest- Eng1ish, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Maysville
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Grace Ursula Featherstone Modern Foreign Languages Milton, N. Y.
Carter Fields, Jr Geography Fern Creek
Robert Dee Fields .................•••........ Chemistry Hickman
Mary Warner Ford English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Abe Roger Fosson, Jr.2 ......•.•.......••.... Arts-Medicine Nashville, Tenn.
William Dan Frew ......••..........••...•••.. Political Science Louisville
Mary Wilson Garment Modern Foreign Languages Glasgow
Thomas Moore Garrison2 Phi losophy Lexington
Joyce Jansen Gash English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Sharon Lee Gibson Social Work Nashville, Tenn.
Judith Ann Giles Social Work Gulf Breeze, Fla.
Elizabeth Joan Gillespie English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Maysville
John Reuben Glazier History Lexington
Judith Ellen Goodall Political Science Naples, Italy
John Bird Goodwin2 Aerospace Science Chevy Chase, Md.
Ruth Ann Gosser Art Fonthill
Robert Lebus Gossett Political Science Cynthiana
Patti Gail Gray Political Science Rome, Ga.
Lytton Leite Guimaraes2 Sociology Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Barbara Ann Harkey Modern Foreign Languages .. Lebanon, Tenn.
Thomas Maitland Harmon Chemistry Prestonsburg
Shirley Rae Harrington English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Falls Church, Va.
Ronald Rene Harris2 Sociology Nicholasville
Richard Miller Harrison Chemistry Owensboro
John Allie Hawkins, Jr.1 English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Georgetown
James Leland Haynes Chemistry Cumberland
Oulda Rochelle Head English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Balboa, Canal Zone
Susan Hall Heffernan Sociology Lexington
Elizabeth Love Hicks English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Russellville
Nancy Alice Hignight Social Work Danville
Orven Foyster Hogg Sociology Lexington
Brenda Lee Howard Psychology Frankfort
Frederic R. Hynson Topical Field-Recreation Lexington
Thomas McElroy Jarboea Arts-Medicine Lebanon
Brenda Wills Johnson! Anthropology Lexington
Norris Ray Johnson2 Journalism Lewisburg
Nancy Carolyn Jones Modern Foreign Languages Paducah
Gregory George Karambellas History Maysville
] Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Kathryn Elaine Kearney! Social Work EI Paso, Ill.
Mary Glenn Keightley Topical Field-Speech
Pathology Harrodsburg
Milton Thomas Kendrick .........•........ History Fern Creek
Beverly Smith Kinkead! English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Katrina Irene Kirk Topical Field-Speech
Pathology Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Carol Jean Koenig History Monroe, Wise.
Lucy Ellen Krippenstapel English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Covington
Mary Ellyn La Bach Music Lexington
Thomas Howard Lampson Botany Beaver Dam
Cynthia Heilman Latham Social Work Lexington
Reva Judith Lawrence English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Louisville
Joe Pat Lewellyn Anthropology Lexington
Mary Edna Logan Mathematics Lexington
Stanley Elwood Logsdon2 ••....••••••••••••Radio, Television, Films Louisville
Larry Simpson Longerbeam! .........•...• English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Hillsboro, Va.
Lucinda White Lowry English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Middletown, O.
Arthur Franklin Luchsinger Military Science Paintsville
John Raymond McClane2 Chemistry Louisville
David Lee McFarland ...............•....•... Aerospace Science Lexington
Berttye Sue Marattay Library Science Taylorsville
Bobbie Ann Mason English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Mayfield
Elizabeth Kathryn Mason! .............•.. Chemistry Lexington
Elizabeth Bodley Maxson English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Emily Jane Maxwell English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ,.. , , Louisville
Robert Carl Meyers .. , History Fairport, N. Y.
Mary Lucile Miller , ,.. ,.English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ', Springfield
Ralph Mitchell Mobley Psychology , Elizabethtown
Mary Bess Moody ,.,.Social Work ,., Eminence
Thomas Newton Moody2 Music , Franklin
Lalla Rhyne Moore ,.. , English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ,., , Lexington
Michael Neville Morgan English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
James Edward Morton , History Corbin
David Eugene Murrell History " Covington
Mollie Nan Mylor Radio, Television, Films Warsaw
1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
II Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Roger Neal Newman Geography Greenville
Charlotte Ann Noffsinger English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Crofton
David Dwight Otis! Art Lexington
Peggy Ann Parks Art Irvington
Benjamin Randall Patterson III History Lexington
Daniel Young Patterson Psychology Louisville
Sue McCauley Patterson English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Gloria Jean Paulo Modern Foreign Languages Canfield, O.
Phyllis Rau Payne2 Psychology Lynch
Nancy Young Pennington! English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Nancy Jane Percival Social Work Hickory, N. C.
James Lawrence Perkins English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Anne Vreeland Peter! English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Louisville
Gail Peterson- Art Cave City
Mary Marshall Phelps2 English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Suzanne Shaw Polk Music Nashville, Tenn.
Roy Edward Potter! Political Science Louisa
Germaine A. Ranch Psychology Miami, Fla.
Robert Joseph Remington History Lexington
William Riggs Political Science Georgetown
Harold Dallas Rogers Arts-Law Monticello
Mary Carolyn Rorabacher Philosophy Grand Rapids, Mich.
Alex Ware Rose History Lexington
Kay Cantrill Rose Social Work Louisville
Sue Patton Ross2 English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Ashland
Wesley Frederick Ross .Journalism Erie, Pa.
Evelyn Frances Rupard Mathematics Winchester
Benjamin Fenwick Russell! History Lexington
Molly Ryland Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Wafford L. Sautela Political Science Louisville
Nancy Luree Scott Psychology Harrodsburg
Warren Noble Scoville Political Science London
Anne Prewitt Shaver English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
David W. Shaw Geography California
Alice Hughes Simpson Psychology Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles Paul Sizemore Chemistry London
Sandra Sue Smith2 History Harlan
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Linda Sue Snodgrass Topical Field-Recreation
Administration Kingsport, Tenn.
Kathleen Margaret Songster Modern Foreign Languages Elizabethtown
Thomas Allen Southall- Radio, Television, Films Louisville
Judith Klinesteker Stevensa English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Danville
Judith Dawn Stewart Topical Field-Russian International
Relations South Charleston, W. Va.
Walter Harlan Srewert> Zoology Lexington
William Theodore Strunk History Berea
Dolores Anne Swartz Radio, Television, Films Kankakee, Ill.
Charles Elmer Terry2 Chemistry Jackson
Elizabeth Lucile Thome Modern Foreign Languages Louisville
Ann Nortne Trumbo- Mathematics Lexington
Walker Marshall Turner, Jr Chemistry Paducah
Nina Crisman Vann2 Arts-Medicine Olney, Md.
Michael Lee Vaughan2 Psychology South Fort Mitchell
Patricia Harris Walters English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Alexander McLean Warren, Jr Political Science Lexington
Martha Kemp Watkins English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Somerset
Ariadne Welch History Madisonville
Russell Wharton2 Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
Charles Samuel Whitehead Arts-Law Lexington
Patricia Long Wiesman! English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Pleasure Ridge Park
Carolyn Conrath Williams2 English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Greenup
Diane Ross Williams Social Work Campbellsville
Dudley Otis Williams, Jr Radio, Television, Films Lexington
Paul Francis Williams2 Hygiene and Public Health Evarts
Henry Sanford Woford Radio, Television, Films Danville
Eberhard Frederick Zopp Political Science Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Linda Nell Alvey Mathematics Summit
Darlington Fee Andrews Military Science Maysville
John Charles Armstrong Psychology Jeffersonville, Ind.
Steadman Thomas Bagby, Jr Mathematics Lexington
David Earl Berry Hygiene and Public Health Vine Grove
Gene Patrick Blanford Mathematics Covington
Thomas Lawrence Boehling, Jr.1 Hygiene and Public Health McCarr
1Degree awarded January 2S, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJORSUBJECT ADDRESS
David Milton Brumagen2 ...•.•••••...••••• Botany Cynthiana
Janice Turner Brumagen2 Topical Field-Biological and Social
Bases of Behavior Lexington
Jacoba Regina Smits Caveny Mathematics Paris
David Allan Cornett Chemistry Winchester
Jack Rayman Coyer Psychology Belfry
Charles Andrew Daniels Chemistry Ashland
Bartlett Graves Dickinson Physics Glasgow
Vulus Revmond'Dowells Microbiology Cincinnati, O.
Martha Lovell Dulin Anatomy and Physiology Jeffersontown
Nancy Dee Ellis Topical Field-Speech
Pathology Eminence
Bobby Ray Gcodtna Arts-Medicine Webbs Cross Roads
Frieda Mae Goodrich! Mathematics Frankfort
Diane Levan Green2 ..••••••••...•••••••...•••Zoology Lexington
William Wellington Green III Physics Ludlow
Phillip Edward Greeson Zoology Lexington
Charles Bailey Hale Physics Delbarton, W. Va.
Barbara Sue Harralson Mathematics Owensboro
Gay Hays Hinkle Mathematics Shelbyville
Charles Edward Holbrook Geology Lexington
Charles Gordon Howard Physics Harlan
Herschel Swan Jackson, Jr Arts-Medicine Clinton
William Malvray Johnson Topical Field-The Biological and
Social Bases of Behavior Virgie
Linda Llewellyn Jusrtcea Zoology Ashland
James Calloway Kelly2 Arts-Dentistry Paducah
Barbara Sullivan Kraus- Zoology Lexington
William J. Lattin, Jr Anatomy and Physiology Owensboro
Simeon Raymond Leet 1111 Mathematics Lexington
Patricia Rose Lewis Topical Field-The Biological Sciences
in Secondary Education Georgetown
Saundra Boehling Lvklnst Psychology Lexington
John Vincent Mason! Hygiene and Public Health .. Bismarck, N.D.
Roger Leigh Meredith Psychology Covington
Charlotte Ann Merrell Psychology Louisville
Robert Lee Metts2 Arts-Law Lexington
Carole Daniels Nail! Psychology Ashland
Emma Gail O'Conner Microbiology Mayfield
Mary Jo Parsons Zoology Covington
Damon Gould Pleasants Psychology Ashland
Charles William Plummer Mathematics Augusta
William Baird Pope Geology Cynthiana
James Richard Ramey III Microbiology .............•................ Lexington
William Francis Renton Psychology Greenwich, Conn.
Charles Stuart Riley Physics Erlanger
Adelbert Lee Roark Mathematics Lexington
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Irene Louise Rose Mathematics Atlanta, Ga.
Virginia Carolyn Salyer Zoology Richmond
Hugh Logan Scott ..................•........... Physics Nicholasville
John Alexander Sllwka Psychology Auburn, N. Y.
James Kinne Smith Zoology Lexington
Shelton Burnette Sparks Psychology Lexington
Benny Ray Spicer! Mathematics Trenton, O.
James Wilson Stepp Mathematics Prestonsburg
David Allen Stith Geology Wichita, Kan.
William Bedford Turner Geology Cranford, N. J.
William Herrick Wayman Botany Lexington
Charles Robert Wells Zoology Auxier
James Bernard Willett Physics Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
NAME ADDRESS
David Charles Braun! Covington
Beverly Joyce Cardwell Morgantown
Merritt S. Deitz, Jr.2 Lexington
Michele Ann Fearing Ashland
Robert Henry Fraser- Lexington
June Deanna Gray Morehead
Scott Lee Heltt Lexington
Antonia Kathleen Lennos Youngstown, O.
Katherine Jean Lewis Louisville
Joe Larry Mills Inez
Stephen Noland Palmer Lexington
Paul Arthur Trent Harlan
Edward Dewey Van Hook Somerset
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
John Ernest Conley- Lexington
Lois Fulcher Core Lexington
Margaret Ann Gorbandte Jeffersontown
Valerie Lynn Hembree- Corbin
Marvin Wayne Hurley Bristol, Va.
Phyllis Ann Hurt2 Lexington
Larry Maxwell Jackson! Ashland
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAME ADDRESS
Janet Carol Gordon Lexington
Gertrude Walcutt Newland- Lexington
Jacqueline Kincheloe Reed! Nicholasville
Silvia Catbe Schuette Lexington
Judith Ann St. Aubin Kankakee, III.
Mary Janice Towles Stamping Ground
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
1I Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
WI LLiAM A. SEAY, Acting Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
NAME ADDRESS
Curtis Dean Ademst London
Dhie Haj Yaseen AI-Rawi2 Baghdad, Iraq
Jerry C Baird2 .......•••...................•......••••••.•..••.•.•..........••..•...••....••••.............. Utica
Gary Milton Barlow Cynthiana
Thomas Dewane Bishop Lexington
Robert David Bootes Ft. Thomas
Macon Berks Brown, Jr Russellville
Robert Lewis Christian! Lexington
David Lee Coffey Liberty
Wilson Glenn Collins Mayslick
Edward Deane Donovan! Boone, Iowa
Thomas Reynolds Everett! Maysville
Kenneth Newton Franks Williamstown
John Franklin Frazier! Simpsonville
Albert L. Harmon Dayton, Ohio
Gene Thompson Harris Franklin
Lawrence Thomas Hoffmeier Butler
Barney Lewis Hornback Upton
James Robert Huev, Jr Burlington
Stanley Horace Humphries Louisville
Charles Willis Jenkins! Hodgenville
James Lynden Jenkins! Harrodsburg
Owen Dale Lea! Brooksville
Robert Warren Letton Paris
Lawrence Ray Lose Lexington
Wilson Herbert McComas, Jr.2 1 Winchester
Caryl Glenn Marsh2 Prospect
Harold Ray Martin! Hopkinsville
Gerald Lee Meyer2 Crestwood
Robert Louis Milam! Shepherdsville
Douglas Wayne Morgan2 Augusta
Ronald Wayne Morgan Crab Orchard
Ernest Junius Pantle! Owensboro
Gene Arthur Peavley Rockhold
Yancey Lewis Pinkston! Bardstown
Thomas Wi Iton Price Livermore
George Ray Prigge Union
James Harold Ragland Hodgenville
Murray Price Reynolds! Wilmore
l Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Richard Aubrey Rundall Lexington
Bob Lynn Scott , ", ", Clinton
Joseph Edward Scott! " .. " ", ", ",., , Fern Creek
Ronald 0 Sebree- , ", " .. ", , " ", Florence
Donald Ray Shannon " """ ", , , , "." ", Paris
Phillip Ronald Shelby " , " ",." ,." ..7: , .. " "., Milton, Fla.
John Thomas Shields , " ", , , ,.. , ".,. Lexington
John Dimmitt Sims, Jr.! , Independence
William Robert Smith "."" " , ", "", ,. Simpsonville
Joseph Lawrence Spalding , , Finley
Jerry Albert Staton .", ", ", "" , " .. ,. Atlanta, Ga,
John William Streble " "" ", "" , Valley Station
Robert Garrard Strode! , , ", , ", , Winchester
Laurence George Teeter, Jr Guthrie
Kelly Thompson- , , , " "., ,", , , Lexington
Gary Lee Truesdell " "" "." " , Trinity
Daniel Lee Turley , , """ ", "", ," Sacramento
Marion Lewis Wilkins , " , "" " Louisville
Ben Woods Wilson " ",., ", ", , Keene
David Thomas Wilson , ,.. , "" ,.. , ,', Brandenburg
Joseph Richard Wright , ",." "" , "., , Harned
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADf)RESS
Marian Lee Amis , ", , ,.. , ,', ",. Lexington
Frances Jordan Beard ", ", Lawrenceburg
Katherine Parker Benton2 ", , , , ,." , , ". Lexington
Patricia Carolyn Botner .. , " , "" ,'., , Paducah
Ann Elizabeth Fitts , " ", ,.. , , Lexington
Mary Junia Foy " .. ",." " , , " " Murray
Cora Nell Freeman " ", , Lexington
Leslie Ernestine Gilbert , " ", , ,' .. , ",. Stanford
Myra Lee Goffl .. " "" , " Lexington
June Tucker Johnson .. , " ", " West Somerset
Barbara Jo Landrum " " " , " , , Franklin
Lou Anne Lisanby , " ,., " , ,., Georgetown
Joanne McClure ,." " ,.. , , , , ,. Lexington
Jannie L. Smith Merrittl " "." " " "., " Louisa
Sheila Mignon Nelson " , " ". Benton
Anna Yvonne Nicholls ,.. , , , " , , Bremen
Ina Kathleen Poore- ", ,.. , , " " , " Sebree
Adrienne Verene Priest! ", , , , , ".,', , , Hartford
Ann Kristin Ramsey- .. " ", , , " Pikeville
Carolyn Rends ", ",., , ,.."., , , Bedford
LaVerne L Rankley "." " , " Turners Station
Anna Mae Reed ,.. " ", ,', .. , , , Brownsville
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
II Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Betty Lu Riley Mt. Sterling
Lou Ellen Russell Franklin
Martha Ellen Schneider Lexington
Jane Morris Shepherd! Lexington
Rita Lynn Searcy Stout Ghent
Karolyn Irene Sulier2 Lexington
Myra Leigh Tobin Harned
Janice Faye Troop Madisonville
Linda Ann Wheeler2 Ashland
Ruth Eleanor Williams Stanton
Joyce Ann Wood2 Princeton
Betty Blanche Young2 Junction City
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
II Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
ROBERT EZEKIEL SHAVER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
John Lisle Buie Beech Creek
Louis Allen Butler Independence
Mellwood Cooksey, Jr.1 Willisburg
Waller Young Hulette! , Morganfield
Taylor Nathaniel Morgan, Jr Richmond
David Leon Newcom Sturgis
Gary C Russell- Liberty
Joseph Wesley Sprague ,., , "" ,.,., Sturgis
James Herbert Young , "" "", " Herndon
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Larry Gene Bruce , "" ", Mayfield
Ronald Lee Courtney ",., "", """ ,.. Lawrenceburg
William Adkins Feiler, Jr ", .. "" "", " ,,., Paducah
Neal Thomas Hendrick " ", ,.. " .. , , ,. Philpot
James Porter Hil11 , "." .., ,." , ,." '. Lexington
David Sheridan Howard ,." ,.. "" " .. Jenkins
Jack Leon Isaacs ,." "" ,.,."", , Louisville
James Ronald Lawson2 Whitley City
George Everett Long ,., " ", , West Liberty
Roger Davis McDaniel ", , ", "", ,.. , Lexington
Hollis Leon Martin, Jr Ashland
William Andrew Mischel2 "",.", " "., ", Owensboro
George Lloyd Parker , " " ,.", Hiram
Lonnie Stewart Saylor """" " , """ Lexington
Richard Edgar Strait ", .. , "" """ Ashland
Betty Lynne Vest " " ", "" Covington
Robert Norman Watklnst Raleigh, N. C.
William Lochridge Wells """"" """ """, Mayfield
Thomas Lee Wilson " "", Middletown
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Philip Cortland Annis ,.. " .. , ", "" Logansport
Percy Max Augustus , " ,.. , Corydon
l Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Kenneth Hart Beard! Hardinsburg
Ted Franklin Billington2 Murray
Paul Weldon Brown Laconia, Ind.
Robert Larry Brown! Cynthiana
Robert Elwood Burns Lexington
Carl Wayne Carroll Cynthiana
Thomas David Collinsworth Louisa
Donald Watson Dabney- Campbellsville
Frank Norman Daniel Madisonville
William Patrtch Davenport Nortonville
Harry Tom Davis Lexington
James C Dees! Lexington
Robert Russell DeSpainl Campbellsville
Jackie Edwards, Jr.! Benton
Harry Robert Estes Memphis, Tenn.
Tommie E. Flora2 Hillsboro
John William Fullenwider Lewisport
Ronald Eugene Gastineau Eubank
David Lee Gaines! Campbellsville
Arliss Claud Gibbsl Middlesboro
James E. Gibbs! Middlesboro
Thomas Olin Glenn 1111 Lexington
Arnold Wayne Goodaker Dawson Springs
Lance Preston Gorman2 Frankfort
James Leland Hall2 Viper
Hunter Maddox Hancock- Murray
Jess Morton Harkey, Jr Lebanon, Tenn.
Robert Willis Haschak Cleveland, O.
John Thomas Hill West Prestonsburg
James Earl Houchins Brownsville
Ronald Lee Hurtt Lexington
Eugene Arthur Jones! Greensburg
Jerry Prince Jones! Mayfield
Jimmy Ray Kingl Williamsburg
James Delano Kiser Olive Hill
Robert Francis Knarr Lexington
Donald Archer Lorenz Lexington
Charles Wallace McLaughlinl Anchorage
David Wiley McLellan, Jr Horse Cave
Victor M. S. MartinI Tehran, Iran
Richard Mayhew Mattox2 Huntington, W. Va.
James Curtis Meredith Owensboro
Lloyd Peter Meyer2 Bardstown
Billy Joe Nail Lexington
Tilford R. Richardson Lexington
Carl Edward Riebel, Jr LaGrange
Paul Ray Roberson Hazard
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August II, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Frank Lester Rothfuss, Jr Louisville
Roger Moss Sanders Frankfort
Abdolhosein Senflt Tehran, Iran
Daniel Marston Shepherd! Lexington
Donald Dean Simmons! La Center
Glenn Archie Smith! Hazard
Alton Eugene Spear Kettle
Charles William Strickland, Jr.! : Elkview, W. Va.
John William Sullivan! Lexington
Daniel Dignan Sweeney! Frankfort
David Lynn Tippin Owensboro
Donald Lee Tupman! Columbia
Donald Ray Warner2 Greenville
Louis Allan Westrick Carrollton
George Alonzo Yates Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Raymond K Allen! Tyner
Samuel Burt Banks! Lexington
Ben Boston Barnett Hickman
Yilmaz Can! Ankara, Turkey
Lester Fred Carr, Jr.! Burnwell
Keith Ross Carver Russellville
Thomas Frederick Cecil Louisville
C. David Chittenden Paducah
Philip Roy Claudvt Ft. Thomas
Malcolm Arvin Coffman Madisonville
Arthur Kemper Cook Owensboro
Floyd Donald Cox Lexington
Clyde Alan Cummings! Big Stone Gap, Va.
Jerome Wesley Curry! Richmond
Larry Donald Dixon Lexington
Franklin T. Doepel Pikeville
Harry Walter Dunn! Dayton
Donald Earl Erwin Evansville, Ind.
Ben Davis Estes! Bagdad
Gerald Fee Gravett Lexington
Henry Franklin Gray, Jr Bagdad
Jay Lynn Gregson Owensboro
John H Greves Newport
George William Gross Waldwick, N. J.
Clyde Joseph Hall Louisville
Ralph G. Hart Ashland
William L. Hlckllnv Madisonville
Donald Gary Hobbs! Corbin
Jimmy Ray Hoosona Auxier
1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, J 961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Marcus Stone Hoskins Pineville
Arthur Leon Hubbard- " , Cawood
Harold Ray Jacksons Tompkinsville
John Darrell Jackson Charleston, W. Va.
David Alan Johnson , Ashland
Houston Lynn Johnson , Tiline
Michael Jackson Kelly Paintsville
James Walter Klapheke Louisville
Stanley Paul Knight2 , Lexington
James Charles Lee Ft. Thomas
Calvin Russell Libby, Jr.! Anchorage
Royce Darwin Lindsey! Caneyville
George Dewey Locke! Central City
David Lockhart! Lexington
Denis Earl Lowry Lexington
Michael Hoyt Lowry2 Bethesda, Md.
Phillip Ray McBrayer Morehead
Paul Edward McCarty , , , Big Clifty
William Roy McCray, Jr Frankfort
James Francis McDonald , , , , Louisville
William Roy Mattingly , , Springfield
Earle M. Meekins2 " " Lexington
John P. Montague , , , , Lexington
Jack A. Mulcahy , , , Lexington
Jon Willard Petway! , , Paducah
David Lee Porter! , Lexington
Edward Myron Prell! , Los Angeles, Calif.
John Robert Rothwel12 " .. " ", Paducah
John Howard Salyer Lexington
David Clifton Sanders , , Lancaster
Shelby Franklin Schroyer "", , Lexington
David George Skogmo ", , , , Lexington
Will Frank Starks , Franklin
Chester D. Temple II ." , " " , , Anchorage
Carl Leslie Terrell ., ,., , ,.. Louisville
Randall Wynn Thomson ., .. , , , , Versailles.
David Kenneth Tinnel12 , , , Louisville
Vincent George Vonderheide! , "., , Lexington
Fred D. West! " .. Hopkinsville
Charles Mannon Whitaker , " Lexington
Irvin Abell Wright! , ", , Louisville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS.
Paul Abell Barry! , , , New Haven
Darwin Allen Bell! Pleasure Ridge Park
'1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Donald Carlton Berg Louisville
Samuel C Berry III Lexington
George William Block! Paducah
Kenneth Maurice Brantferger Louisville
Claude O'Donald Brown Owensboro
Edward Joseph Buban Lexington
Melvin Clark Bunch! Williamsburg
Ortis Ronald Burns! Oneida
William Frederick Byrne! Ashland
Bobby Owen Coxs Elizabethtown
Richard Albert Cundiff Claremont, Calif.
Gerald Lawrence Dapper New Richmond, O.
James Butler Day2 Roxana
James Christopher Donahoe Montclair, N. J.
James P. Donovan Louisville
Dan William Easley2 Bowling Green
William Clement Eaton, Jr.t Lexington
Richard Glenn Edwards Harlan
Roger Harold Graves Sand Springs
Jack Roland Greene Ashland
Joe Robert Brock Hackers Lexington
Norman Briggs Hall! Hartford
Phillip E Hammond Berea
Norman Elliott Harned Boston
Darrell Lee Hayes Lexington
Clyde Hoover! Lexington
Robert Bryon Hudson! Crestwood
Robert Clay Johnson! Lexington
William Joseph Lockwood Huntington, W. Va.
John Monroe McCann Frankfort
Glen Edward Mavity Hebron
Joseph Chester Miller Louisville
John Frederick Monty, Jr Altona, N. Y.
Merle Myers Calhoun
Charles William Nelson! Radcliff
John Cooper O'Daniel Lebanon
Donald Edward Peace Corbin
Claude Vernon Pierce, Jr.! Johnson City, Tenn.
Robert Lee Plercefteld- Covington
Owtis Jewell Ragland, Jr Winchester
Aloysius I. Reisz2 Henderson
Robert David Rhodesv Louisville
J. Ronald Ross LaGrange
Glen David Rucker Oak Hill, O.
Gerald Kenneth Smith! Lebanon
Robert Ellis Southerlant Perryville
Richard Hugh Steckler- Mount Carmel, 111.
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
~Degree awarded August 11, 196 J.
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NAME ADDRESS
Ronald Neal Strtcklint Allen
Jesse Howard Talleyl Magnolia
Nelson Arnold Thomas New Albany, Ind.
Ray Kent Troutman- Lexington
Dean Walker Trunnell Owensboro
Ronald David Wagoner Paris
Charles Thomas Westrayl Louisville
Chester Jerry Whitaker! Cynthiana
Kash Wtreman- Fredville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
James Gaylord Bewley! Radcliff
Roger Brown- Lexington
William Sherman Margolisl Lexington
James Augustus Threlkeld- Williamstown
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Andrew Elam Barbourville
James Robert Grayl Jenkins
Franklin Delano Minkl Jenkins
1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS 
NAME ADDRESS 
Hugh Leonard Cannon .............................................................................. Melvin 
Nolan Carter, Jr ................................................................................... Lexington 
Durward Wayne Caudill .................................................................... Hamilton, 0. 
John ·William Collisl .......................................................................... Winchester 
William Moss Cox, Jr ................................................................................. Corbin 
Lloyd Russell Cress ................................................................................ Clay City 
William Prather Curlin, Jr.l ...... .. .... ....•..............................................•.. Lexington 
Richard M. Davisl ................................................................................ Lexington 
Charles Fredric Duffield ................................................................ Sutton, W. Va. 
Cecil Terry Earlel ........................................................................................ pepoy 
Felix Preston Farmer ................................................................................ Hazard 
Charlton Clay Hundley, Jr ............................................................... Tompkinsville 
William Claiborne Jacobsl .................................................................... Lexington 
James Henry Jeffries 1111 ...................................................................... Lexington 
Joseph Wells Justicel .............................................................................. Pikeville 
Charles Morgan Laytonl ........................................................................ Lexington 
Earl Franklin Martin, Jr ........................................................................... Hartford 
Jack Lee Millerl .................................................................................... Lexington 
Peter Perlman ........................................................................ South Fort Mitchell 
Whayne Cravens Priest, Jr. ................................................................ ... . Hartford 
Larry Doreta Raikes ............................................................................ Hodgenville 
Hadley Wayne Riddle ........................................................ ...... Kennewick, Wash. 
Charles Fredrick See 111.1 ................ ............................................................ Louisa 
Clyde Louis Stapletonl ...... ......... .............. .. ....... .................................... Lexington 
Robert Simmons Strotherl ...................................................................... Lexington 
Johnny Dow Swordl .................................................................................. Hazard 
Philip Taliaferro .......................................................... .... ........................ Erlanger 
Charles Paul Wagner ...................................................................... ... .. . Covington 
Jackson Walker White .......................................................................... Lexington 
John Marion Williamsl ............................................................................ Ashland 
Frank Frazee Wilson fll ........................................................................ Lexington 
Samuel Roy Woodall, Jr ......................................................................... Frankfort 
' Degree awarded January 25, 1962. 
34 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
LYMAN VERNON GINGER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME MNOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Lucille Plummer Abdon2 ...••••••••••..... Elementary Education Lexington
Ina Mae Adams2 English Mayking
Martha Jim Ammerman- Physical Education Paris
Donna E'Lois Argue Business Education Henderson
William Marion Armstrong History Independence
Garland Arnett History Lexington
James Phillip Arnold! History Flemingsburg
Ralph Franklin Arnold! Political Science Williamstown
Susan Bailer Elementary Education South Fort Mitchell
Judith Ann Ballard2 •••.••..••.••••••••••....• Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
Helen Graham Baughman English Hopkinsville
Ida Lee Baxters Elementary Education Lexington
Jay Andrew Bayless Physical Education Knoxville, Tenn.
Judith Annette Beetem Elementary Education Lexington
JoAnne Beggs English, History Fort Thomas
Pascal Ray Benson Physical Education Henderson
Wayne Blair2 History Jeremiah
Judie Brandenburg! Elementary Education Elizabethtown
Judy Darlene Helton Brashear History Hazard
Philip Whisman Brashear! Mathematics Viper
Joe Calvin Brueck2 Physical Education Owensboro
Nell Vaughn Broadbent Art Cadiz
Eleanor Durall Brown Business Education Lexington
Lois Snow Brown Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Adele Bryant Elementary Education Lexington
Gail Elaine Bryfogle Elementary Education Muncy, Pa.
Margaret Susan Buchanan! Elementary Education Cecilia
Arlene Marie Buhlig Elementary Education Milton
Janet Louise Burgess Business Education Flatwoods
Raymond Lee Burklow Art Lexington
Jacqueline Carol Cain Biological Sciences Independence
Robert Bruce Cain English Cumberland
Mary Lucille Cambron! Elementary Education Louisville
Joe Frank Campbeltv Geography and Geology Creelsboro
Opal Irene Catena Elementary Education Lexington
Clyde Caudill Mathematics Viper
William Wallace Caywood English Paris
Linda Kate Challis ." " Mathematics, Chemistry .. Highland Heights
Alice Ann Champion Business Education Louisville
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
David Allan Chapman Physical Education Richmond, Ind.
Alma Lucille Chisholm2 •.....••••••••••...• Elementary Education Sharpsburg
Judith Marjorie Chrisman! Elementary Education Lexington
Anna C Cocanoucher'' Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Linda Lee Coffman Elementary Education Frankfort
Marvin B Coles! Social Studies Frankfort
Carol True Collier Elementary Education Cynthiana
Carolyn Ann Combs Business Education Lexington
Doris Jean Combs Elementary Education Vicco
Luvenia Compton Elementary Education Ashland
Mary R. Lowe Converst Elementary Education Lexington
Rheba Jane Cock- Elementary Education Bypro
Leona Taylor Coopers Elementary Education Foster
Doris Hill Cornett Elementary Education Lexington
John M. Cornett- Biological Sciences Hindman
Marcia Lee Cowen Elementary Education Louisville
Anne Carolyn Cox- Business Education Frankfort
Judith Anne Cox Business Education .j. London
David Wallace Crockett Biological Sciences Louisville
Doris Kyle Crowee Elementary Education Lexington
Betty Jane Cummings2 Elementary Education Vicco
William Robert Dailey Physical Education Lexington
Deborah Ann Daniel Business Education Lancaster
Carolyn Ann Daniels Elementary Education Newport
Ann Knight Davis Art Lexington
Glenda Joan Davis2 Elementary Education Corbin
Joan Phyllis Davis Elementary Education Lexington
William McKinley Davis! Business Education Lexington
Wilma Lee Davis2 Elementary Education Corbin
Jenny Lee Dawson2 Elementary Education Fort Mitchell
Sandra Tattershall Deitz Elementary Education Lexington
Beverly Jean Del.ozier't Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
James Denton- English ~ Somerset
Bonnie Jean Doble- Elementary Education Louisville
Lavila Harmon Dobson! Elementary Education Lexington
Ethel Cox Donohew Elementary Education Lexington
Benny Roger Dotsons Biological Sciences Freeburn
Paul Duffy History and Political Science Midway
Eva Oaks Eastin2 English Winchester
Margaret West Elliott Elementary Education Lancaster
Ann Hutcheson Embryl English Lexington
Omer Erl Psychology Ceyhan, Turkey
Brenda Cooper Erwin Elementary Education Lexington
Marticia Hope Espie History Louisville
Geneva Rowena Faw2 Elementary Education Waynesburg
Jan A Fields2 Music Florence
Susan Rae Fieldsl Elementary Education Lexington
Suzanne Shelby Fish Elementary Education Anchorage
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Paula Buchanan Flaugher Elementary Education Franklin, Tenn.
Ruby Elliott Flerninq t Elementary Education Lexington
Ora Lee Frango2 •.....••....•••••........•••.••• Social Studies Lexington
Georgia Elizabeth Franklin2 Elementary Education Princeton
Nancy Glenn Garver Elementary Education Millersburg, O.
Esther Francis Geele Business Education Danville
Frances Royster Givins ..................•... Social Studies Henderson
Irvin Lee Goode ..........................•.•... Physical Education Florence
Betty Hough Goodmans Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Suzanne Gragg2 Elementary Education Somerset
Margaret Velma Grainge1 Elementary Education Augusta
Macie Sue Greene! Elementary Education Lexington
Gertrude Alice Griffin Elementary Education Danville
David Lee Grigsby1 Music McDowell
Jack S. Hall Music Manchester
Madeline P. Hamilton2 Elementary Education Feds Creek
Sue Lynn Hankins- Physical Education Frankfort
Frank Hoffman Harris! Biological Sciences Paducah
Irene Kay Moore Hart Elementary Education Ashland
Vera Louise Hash2 Business Education Buffalo
Theo Sperry Hatch Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Catherine Haydon Elementary Education Lexington
Julia Allaine Hevnest Science Mt. Sterling
Martha Earle Heizer Elementary Education Lexington
Brenda Joyce Hendricks Elementary Education Lexington
Nell Jo Hensley Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
Anna Margaret Hill Biological Sciences Lexington
Barbara Ann Hines- Business Education Ft. Thomas
Barbara Jean Hitt1 Mathematics Louisville
Barbara Rose Holstein Business Education Whitesburg
Betty Jo Horne Physical Education Robinson Creek
Carolyn Clark Host2 .•••..•••••••••••••••••••• Ancient Languages Lexington
Lynn Fischer Houston ...................•.. Mathematics Lexington
Nancy Howard History and Political Science Harlan
Sharon Howards English Royalton
Judith Betty Howell Elementary Education Campbellsville
Rebecca Sue Hudson Physical Education Lexington
Sue Ann Hulette Elementary Education Frankfort
Josephine Linley Hu1l2 Business Education Calhoun
Ann Parker Humphrey Elementary Education Hopkinsville
Thomas Harry Hundley! Physical Education Bristol, Tenn.
Joyce Lee Hutchens- Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Margaret Hyden2 Elementary Education Paris
Betty Justice Ingram Elementary Education Pikeville
Margaret Distler Isham2 Elementary Education .. Washington C.H., O.
Charles Litz Jackson Physical Education Wharton, W. Va.
William Ross Janes Mathematics, Physics Lexington
Barbara Jean Johnson Elementary Education Frankfort
Bert Edward Phillip Johnson Physical Education Lexington
II. Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
JI Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Boyd Lynn Johnson Physical Education Lexington
David George Johnsons History Lexington
Harry Baker Johnson Physical Education Lexington
Henrietta Johnson! English Lexington
Nora Eva Johnsone Elementary Education London
Nancy Ruth Jones Elementary Education Louisville
Beverly I Joseph- Business Education Versailles
Alva Carlene L. Keeton'l Elementary Education Lexington
Alberta Mary Kelschv Elementary Education Dover
Virginia Davis Kemp Elementary Education Louisville
Robert Thomas Kennedy Business Education Florence
Bettye Sue Killough Social Studies Louisville
Kenneth Donald King Science Junction City
James Logan Kirkland History Gravel Switch
Frances Jeanene Knight Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Gloria Jeanette Knuckles! Physical Education Barbourville
Martha Anne Lair2 Mathematics Coral Gables, Fla.
Polly Ann Ledford Physical Education Mt. Sterling
Grace Margaret Leonard2 Elementary Education Lexington
Aline Hughes Lipscomb Elementary Education Morning View
Mary Esther Lockridge2 Elementary Education Nicholasville
Sadelle Smith Luckettf Elementary Education " Frankfort
Betty Ann Luscher Biological Sciences Frankfort
Barbara Kay Lutz Elementary Education Charleston, W. Va.
Emily Cooke McCarthy2 Elementary Education Covington
Grace W. McGaughey Elementary Education Lexington
Jessie McGraner2 Elementary Education Hazard
Marilyn Joyce McIntire! Elementary Education Paducah
Helen Collins McMillin1 Elementary Education Lexington
Ann Weisner McPeek2 Social Studies Lexington
Doris Ann Maggard Elementary Education Lexington
Gloria Jean Malden Elementary Education Newport
Shelton Heflin MannI Physical Education Louisville
Kenneth E Martin History and Political Science .. Williamstown
Minnielynn MartinI Elementary Education Richmond
Patsy Marie Mastin2 Elementary Education Florence
Priscilla Lynn Menefee Special Education Newport
Charles William Miller Social Studies Lexington
Inza Louise Miller Elementary Education Lexington
Jo Ann Jefferson Milieri Elementary Education Lexington
Sarah Anne Milward2 Elementary Education Lexington
Glenda Gayle Moore Mathematics Gee
June Moore Mathematics Miami, Fla.
Allene Moreland1 Elementary Education Butler
Bobby Joe Morgan1 Business Education Mill Pond
Ivan Gayle Morgani Business Education Lexington
Sharon Ann Morris1 French, Biological Sciences Ashland
Tommy Ray Mueller History and Political Science Ft. Thomas
Glenn Wayne Murphy1 Biological Sciences Liberty
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
e Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Beatrice Deloris Murray Elementary Education Winchester
Linda Lou Murrell Elementary Education Hamilton, O.
Bonnie Jo Nechvatal Elementary Education Hinsdale, III.
Bobby Gerald Newsome Physical Education Lexington
Julia Ann Nobles! History Providence
Addie Mae Ockerman- Elementary Education Burlington
Judy O'Dell Elementary Education Lexington
Robert Albert Olivigni2 English Bedford
John S. Owen Science Hazard
Eddie Kyle Parker- History Lexington
Martha Iline Parsonss Business Education Dawson Springs
Virginia Leigh Patterson- Business Education Lexington
Helen Johnson Paver2 Elementary Education Lexington
Nancy Jean Payne Library Science Sewickley, Pa.
Douglas Calvin Pendygraft Physical Education Lexington
Norma Jean Pickard! Music Lexington
Eleanor Ann Piper History Russellville
Caroline Chelf Polk! Business Education Lebanon
Ann Garrett Pollitt- Elementary Education Lexington
Frances Ann Powell- Social Studies Winchester
Vert!e M. Hall Pratt2 Elementary Education Louisville
Gloria Primrose ..................•............. Elementary Education River Forest, III.
Jeptha Rex Purvis Biological Sciences Hazard
Margaret Ruth Quisenberry- Physical Education Winchester
Maude Groomes Ragland2 Elementary Education Winchester
Ruth Faulkner Ralls2 Elementary Education Paris
Leonard Donald Ralph Biological Sciences Whitesville
Louise T Rambo- Elementary Education Frankfort
George William Ransdell Physical Education Elizabethtown
Mae Porter Redmons Elementary Education Millersburg
Alice Dougherty Reister English Lexington
Reginal Foster Reynoldss Elementary Education Garrett
Daisy Irene Rice2 Elementary Education Stanton
Judith Lee Richard ~ Elementary Education Ripley, O.
Margaret Ellen Richlin2 Special Education Louisville
Ruby Alene Robertsf Biological Sciences Lerose
Geneva Warren Rosst Elementary Education Lexington
Helen Marie Rcrhermela Elementary Education Peru, Ind.
Barbara Cook Ruckers History and Political
Science South Fort Mitchell
Arawana Osborne Ruffner2 Elementary Education Frankfort
James A. Salyer, Jr Biological Sciences Lexington
Anita Janeane Sanford Social Studies lexington
Omer Saray2 Psychology Ankara, Turkey
Ray L Schreckert History Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Schrider History Angola, Ind.
Helen Epperson Schwormt Elementary Education Winchester
William Earl Scott Physical Education Pikeville
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1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Edward Franklin Sellter Physical Education Lexington
Donald Ray Sinor! History Versailles
Patricia Kay Skinner Elementary Education Lexington
Charlene Otis Smith Physical Education Oak Park, Ill.
Jean Ann Smith- Elementary Education Ft. Mitchell
Barbara Lee Solomon Physical Education Lexington
Rowena Marie Stephenson Elementary Education Winchester
Lowell Thomas Stevens- Physical Education Lexington
Samuel Jackson Stevens! English Irvine
Clyde Milford Stewart, Jrl History and Political Science Ashland
David Lee Stone Social Studies Leitchfield
Randall Roy Swann Sclence eentral City
Roger Wayne Tarvin2 Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
Esther Knuckles Taylor Special Education Lexington
Dorothy Scott Thacker- Elementary Education Lexington
Mark Emmett Thompson History Bowling Green
Carol Sue Thorp! Business Education Louisville
Maryann Douglas Triplett2 Mathematics Corbin
James W Turnerf Mathematics Garrett
Joy Venters Vaughn2 Elementary Education Paris
Vivian Sue Vaughn Elementary Education Georgetown
Jack Glen Vaught Music Lexington
Thelma Clay Wade Elementary Education West Bend
Juanita Mae Wagoner2 Elementary Education Brooksville
Bettie Ann Walker2 Elementary Education McMinnville, Tenn.
Brenda Faye Watkinsl Business Education Somerset
Carol Lou Tracy webb! Business Education Lexington
Max Edwin Wilsonl English Mountain City, Tenn.
Willie Jean Robinson Wood Elementary Education Lexington
Frances Clifford Wright2 Elementary Education Lexington
Hilda Louise Moore Wrightl Elementary Education Falmouth
Jack Robert Wyrickl Business Education Corbin
Evelyn Yancey English Fern Creek
Clifford Charles Zepf1 History Independence
Oralea Ziegler Elementary Education Louisville
Barbara Jean Zweifel Elementary Education Lexington
a Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
~Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
CECIL CLAYTON CARPENTER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE
NAME ADDRESS
Ann Mi Iton Smith Adams- . . Georgetown
John Reddick Anderson, Jr Paducah
Sidney Johnson Anderson- Louisville
Mary Ethel Bartlett Owensboro
Donald George Bender! .. Frankfort
Robert Louis Bender Frankfort
Robert Redge Bert Covington
George Leland Booth! Lexington
Martha Nancy Bradley Louisville
Fred Thomas Brashears- Hopkinsville
Wayne Leroy Breazeale- Marion, Va.
Patricia Pulliam Bryan2 Frankfort
Gerald Hanes Bullock! Lady Lake, Fla.
Wayne Thomas Bunch Ashland
Michael Norman Burke Lexington
Thomas Rudd Cambron! _ Lexington
Paul Walker Carpenter Lexington
Edward Allen Carter Lawrenceburg
Willard Thomas Cavanaugh Jasper, Ind.
Peggy Scott Chadwlckt Lexington
John Joseph Chewning Hopkinsville
Richard Chtnt Valley Station
Joseph Evans Claunch, Jr Lexington
John David Cole Nicholasville
Patty Ray Colson Lancaster
William Gratz Conkwright, Jr Winchester
Joseph William Cookseva Ashland
David Joseph Coppage Independence
Lyen Connor Crews- Versailles
James Leonard Cross! Winchester
Robert Bradley Culton- Pineville
Marilyn Howard Davis Lexington
Edward Franklin Derry2 Covington
Donald Gene Dewitt- Greensburg
Lawrence Duffy _ Midway
Dorothy Decker Duncan Lexington
Emerson Houtz Eastwood Ashland
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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Norris Goodrich English Lexington
Charlotte Anne Fall Fulton
James Orndorff Finch Lexington
Roger Roland Fortin! Louisville
Kurt Fredrick Fromme- Rochester, N. Y.
David Clarence Fuller Lexington
Fritz Leon Gerlach, Jr.2 ••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••...•.••••••••••••••••••••.••....•••.••••.••.. Danville
Frank James Goetz Bloomfield, N. J.
Ruel Eli Grider! Liberty
Thomas Lee Gunter Ashland
Joseph Whitehouse Haginl Lexington
Carole Lynne Pace Hale2 Lexington
Bettie Lamkin Hall! Madisonville
Randall Harold Hall! Corbin
Leslie Joe Hamilton! Buena Vista
Chris Edmond Hamman Lexington
Bill Jones Hancock Paducah
James Davis Hardman! Lexington
Frank Baron Hargett Lexington
Barbara Ward Harmon! Springfield
Thomas William Harrington Falls Church, Va.
Thomas Edward Harris Lexington
Clarence Bernard Harrod Lexington
Larry Lee Hart Ashland
Stanford Russell Harvey South Portsmouth
Richard Derril Hawkes Louisville
William H Hays, Jr Shelbyville
Lary D. Heath! Lexington
Julian Briscoe Heron, Jr Lexington
Roger Lee Hilpp Fair Lawn, N. J.
Harry Gill Hoffman II! Louisville
Olden J. Hoover Hartford
Betty Buford Hubbard Munfordville
Harvey Morris Huff II Louisville
Joseph Garland Hurt Harrodsburg
Jean Ann Jackson2 Owensboro
Jack Hughes Jacobs! LOuisville
Russell Lowell Johnson! Ashland
David William Jones Clarksville, Ind.
Jon Lee Jurgens Newport
Ann Katherine Kennedy ' Danvi lie
John William Kincer 111 Covington
Ernst Ludwig Kraus! Lexington
Judith Lynn Kreis! River Forest, Ill.
James Purdy Lambert- Henderson
James Verne Ledford- Cawood
Rodney Roy Lelthnert Dayton
Kathryn Elaine Lindquist! Falls Church, Va.
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
Jl Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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Jerome David Lockwood , Jamestown, N. Y.
Robert Hansen Loeffler , Louisville
Mary Jean Lovern- Lexington
Lawrence Kyran Lynch Lexington
Fred Clark McDaniel Lexington
Scott King McHenry! Lexington
Thomas Frank McHenry2 Lexington
Anne Oakley McMichael2 Louisville
James Ferguson Maggard, Jr Lexington
John Leslie Mains, Jr Maysville
Thomas Wayne Marshall Lexington
William Lee Marshall! Lexington
Harry Edward Mason! Paducah
Robert Sanders Mason Lexington
Carolyn Sue Meredith Lexington
Frank Rudolph Merhoff! Lexington
Charles William Meyers Louisville
Theodore Frazer Monroe! Falmouth
Anita Sue Moore Lexington
Stella Richardson Moran2 Valparaiso, Ind.
Charles Lafayette Morgan Lexington
Charles Lee Mudd Springfield
Patricia Grace Mullins Lexington
William Ernest Nelson! Lexington
Samuel Rhea Newlends Lexington
Charles Willard Parker Hiram
James Herbert Peloff, Jr.! Louisville
Guerdon Pierre Ramsey Louisville
Larry James Reisinger2 Middlesboro
James Morrow Richards Paris
James David Richardson Lexington
Donald Eugene Riel Russell
Carl Lester Roberts Nicholasville
Benjamin Lupton Rogers2 Clearfield
Morris Vaughn Rogers Grant
Joyce Aileen Russell- Lebanon
Gresham Peck Sackett- Louisville
Ann Rowland Scott Williamson, W. Va.
Wendell Twyman Setzer Lexington
Michael Joseph Shahadey2 Louisville
Thomas Wade Shaver Central City
Glenn Edd Shaw2 Lexington
Albert Wilson Sisk Hopkinsville
Robert Joe Slack! \ Paris
Creed Fulton Smith, Jr Smith
Robert LeRoy Smith Louisville
1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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Frank William Sower, Jr.1 Frankfort
Burl Wells Spurlock Prestonsburg
John Marshall Stanton, Jr Mayslick
Carroll Milton Staten Ashland
Michael Stout Carrollton
John Patrick Sullivan Lexington
John Allen Thompson Brandenburg
David Harold Thornton Lexington
George Emery Todd Augusta
Roderick Joe Tompkins- Slaughters
Don Ray Towles- Lexington
William Plummer Trammell Lexington
Thomas Earl Utley, Jr Russellville
William Thomas Uzzle Graham
Bradley Nelson Walden Vanceburg
Joseph Michael Whelan Howardstown
Paul McLees Whitmer Madisonville
Dennis Ray Willett Owensboro
John Allen Williams Paducah
Sue Ann Williams Louisville
Stewart King Winstandleyl Louisville
Marcus Gentry Yancey Williamsburg
Lillian Alcorn Yates , ".""", ", , , ", ..", Lexington
1Degree awarded January 25,1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
EARL PLATT SLONE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
NAME ADDRESS
Abdulmuniem Husein Abdallah Ramallah, Jordan
Willard Jess Ails Paducah
Jacquelyn Worth Arnold Franklin
Billy Lynn Barrett Princeton
Robert Smith Clark Lexington
T. Roger Cook Versailles
William Russell Hickman Shelbyville
Wendell Ray Holloway Eddyville
Patricia Louise Humphrey Providence
Arnold Matthew Kemper New Castle
Jimmie Wayne Lockhart Corbin
Pony Walter Lykins, J r Greenup
James Thomas Miller Monticello
Jackie Ray Osman Vanceburg
Wallace Danley Ralph Lexington
Lee William Rtckettsf ..............................................•......................... Manchester
Thomas Moran Samuels Danville
Irvin Jay Steinberg3 Louisville
John Shelby Street Cadiz
Patricia Hutchinson Thornbury4 Lexington
Evin Patton Vann Tampa, Fla.
Thomas Carroll White, Jr CIa,.
Margaret Ann Wilson2 ..••••..•••.........•••••••••••••.........••••..••••••••••••..........•••• Versailles
l! Degree awarded August 11, 1961.
8 Degree awarded August 25, 1961.
'Degree awarded September 13, 1961.
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COMMENCEMENT HONORS
GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
Steadman Thomas Bagby, Jr.
Judith Annette Beetem


















1 Degree awarded January 25, 1962.
2 Degree awarded August 11, 1961.










































1Degree awarded January 25, 1962.






















Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either




Honors in Anthropology-Brenda Wills Johnson
Honors in Art-Barbara Lynn Bostick
Honors in Microbiology-Emma Gail O'Connor
Honors in Music-Mary Ellyn La Bach
Honors in Topical Majors-Nancy Dee Ellis
Judith Dawn Stewart
Honors in Political Science-John Waterbury Andrews
Constantine William Curds
Honors in Social Work-Elizabeth DuMez
Nancy Jane Percival
Diane RossWilliams
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions
The award is made to one man and one woman of the grad-
uating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one
other person who is not a student of the University, who need
not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall
have some interest in, association with or relation to the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this




This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
On this Commencement day you stand in a new re-
lation to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State
now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidance
of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
MeantimeJ the Unlversitv's honor is your honor. In
your acts ond deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courcqe, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, ond to the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this
pledge with me:
Charge to the Graduating Class
The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with a strong sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service
of God and my fellow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Faculty recommending, the Board of Trustees
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
